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The eagerly anticipated follow up to the hugely successful The Vintage Tea Party BookAdd a novel

twist to your soirÃ©e with grown-up sweets and matching cocktails to generate an aura of nostalgic

sophisticationReinvent your favorite childhood treats with grown-up flavors like lemon and mint,

strawberry and basil and cherry and almondAngel&#39;s styling tips help you create a unique

vintage atmosphere The Vintage Sweet Book takes you on a delicious journey back to your favorite

childhood treats, allowing you to rediscover the magic by creating them in your very own kitchen!

Angel Adoree provides a mouth-watering selection of retro sweets recipes to make with your friends

and family. And don&#39;t forget to add the vintage touch: presentation suggestions throughout

help you get the maximum impact when you serve up your sweets.
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For those who adore entertaining, itâ€™s a labor of love. We focus on the tiny details that the

majority of our guests donâ€™t notice. We bend over backwards to make everything perfect. And

those who donâ€™t love entertaining will never &#39;get it.&#39; . . I would recommend The

Vintage Sweet Book for any candy making enthusiast for sure, but also for any hostess who loves to

find fun ways to add a little fun, a little whimsy, to their parties.Thatâ€™s how I feel about the

absolutely beautiful new book by Angel Adoree. Except her labor of love is candy making. (Amanda

Jayne Planning It All, March 26, 2014)



Angel Adoree runs the London based &#39;Vintage Patisserie&#39; which offers bespoke retro tea

parties from a bygone era, delivering everything from music, makeovers and - of course - a

customized menu of tea party treats that elevate any function into a swanky soirÃ©e. Vintage

Patisserie is famed for its start-up investment granted by BBC&#39;s Dragon&#39;s Den. She is

also the author of the hugely successful The Vintage Tea Party Book.

I love this book. The illustrations are charming. Some of the recipes require a little more effort than I

am used to putting into my cooking but they are still fun to read. The book also includes some

enjoyable vintage crafting ideas. Both a recipe book and a fun coffee table book. Very enjoyable!

Although many of us now rely on the internet for recipes -- this is one cookbook worth having! Its

design and its vintage recipes are unique and exquisite. This is the perfect gift for anyone who loves

to make special desserts and try unusual recipes -- even has instructions for making old-fashioned

candied violets for cake decorating!

Love, love, love these beautiful books. There is nothing more I can say. Thank you Angel Adoree.

this book is so funÃ¢Â€Â¦so much more than a cookbook. lots of fun ideas. love the recipe for whisky

balls (hard candy). has a real vintage flavor. you could throw a great cocktail party with all the great

ideas in this book.

Welcome to the whimsical world of Angel Adoree and the delightful illustrations of Adele Mildred!If

you are an anglophile and/or love vintage this sweet book is for you. Lots of fun recipes and ideasall

put forth in the most stylish way. Brilliantly charming all around!

Loved so many of the recipes in this book, because they can't be found anywhere else. If you grew

up eating tins of boiled sweets and burnt your tongue on too many acid drops, reliving your

childhood is within reach with this book and a candy thermometer.

I am a fan of all the Vintage books written by Angel Adoree.. This book is really "English" in that the

recipes are truly very "Brit". The pictures and illustrations are so darling. Its a treasure for anyone

who loves to make candies or just adores anything British. Fun to just look through too!



My daughter really like this book.
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